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        Give students a better IT service by delivering all your software to any device on-demand. Virtualized, remote, local or web; improve the student experience by bringing all your apps together, on and off campus, into one place. Anywhere, anytime.
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        AppsAnywhere was born to revolutionize how Higher Ed delivers software, and to completely redefine the student experience
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                  Explore Extraordinary Learning Opportunities
with AppsAnywhere

                Empower your institution with the leading software delivery solution, revolutionizing the learning experience, enhancing accessibility, and simplifying software management. Discover the unique capabilities of AppsAnywhere in transforming higher education.
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      Used by 2.5m students globally to access university software
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  Revolutionizing Higher Education Software Management

Embrace simple software management for Higher Education with AppsAnywhere, a centralized platform that redefines software delivery. Providing essential tools across devices, at anytime, from anywhere, it offers streamlined administration for CIOs while enhancing student learning experiences and faculty collaboration. Tackle software challenges head-on and advance your institution's digital transformation with our scalable solution. Let's create a more optimized, accessible, and collaborative learning environment together.

Learn more
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          Amplified Application Access

          Redefine student services by amplifying student engagement with access to all your academic software to address student technology needs with ease.
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          Streamlined Software Management

          Optimize financial control and administration, streamline application processes, simplify staff training, and gain insights into software usage trends with data analysis tools.
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          Controlled & Centralized Cybersecurity

          Navigate IT management effortlessly, support strategic planning and reduce cybersecurity risks through centralized software delivery.
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          A Complete Software Delivery Solution

AppsAnywhere is a streamlined, centralized, and scalable solution that enables universities to deliver all their software, to any device, at any time, from any location. It simplifies software management by consolidating multiple licenses and delivery methods into one secure system.

Compared to a non-centralized and on-premise software management system, AppsAnywhere significantly reduces both the administrative complexities and associated costs. It negates the need for managing multiple, disconnected systems, providing a unified solution for software management.
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          Enhances Each Learning Experience and Accessibility

By making all necessary software available from one portal, AppsAnywhere enhances each learning experience. It promotes an inclusive learning environment by enabling students to access software at their convenience, irrespective of their location or device.

AppsAnywhere supports Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policies, offering faculty a streamlined and scalable solution to provide specialist software. This centralized approach leads to faster, more efficient tech support and boosts the universities' capability to deliver online and distance courses, further expanding their global reach.
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          Cost-Effective and Scalable

AppsAnywhere is a cost-optimizing partner for universities. It provides valuable insights into software usage, helping institutions to allocate resources effectively and ensure they only invest in heavily utilized software. This approach makes AppsAnywhere a scalable solution, adapting to meet the institution's evolving needs.

With centralized license control, AppsAnywhere reduces the burden of IT administration. The automated delivery of patches and software updates ensures all users have access to the most recent, secure versions of their software, freeing up IT resources.
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          Secure and Compliant

AppsAnywhere ensures software compliance, giving universities confidence in their licensing agreements. With vigorous security measures, it protects sensitive data, safeguarding the institution's reputation, and users’ personal information.

Our solution centralizes software management and significantly reduces potential security risks, as opposed to managing a variety of devices, each with individual security challenges.
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          Seamless Integration and User-Friendly

AppsAnywhere integrates smoothly with existing university systems, minimizing disruption during implementation. It’s intuitive interface simplifies usage for both students and staff, reducing the need for extensive training.

The platform's user-friendly design lightens the IT support load and nurtures better collaboration among faculty members. With simple access to department-specific software, faculty can focus on their primary objective - delivering quality education.

      

  






  

  
    



    
    
  Embark on Your Digital Transformation Journey Today

Revolutionize your software management and enhance learning experiences all whilst seamlessly integrating with your existing systems. Benefit from our free consulting services, uninterrupted uptime guarantee, dedicated expert customer support, and a rich knowledge centre.

Join the 2 million users that logged on last week.
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